Club Help Guides and Documents
How to complete a Score Sheet or Score Pad at the Club
On the Boss
Standard Target Faces which are made in different sizes are generally of five colours: gold, red, blue, black and white.
Each coloured circle is divided by a central line, this format is used by both G.N.A.S. and F.I.T.A. Depending on the type of round
being shot the colours can have different scoring values. GNAS rounds scoring each colour a different score and FITA each band,
however the same face is used. For our own Wyke Archers Rounds we use the FITA scoring system of 1 to 10 numbered bands.
These are shown in the diagrams below:

On the Score Sheet
Most score sheets follow a similar format; however, despite the differences in design, scoring always follows the same pattern.
An example of a score sheet and how to use it are shown below. The example is a of a score sheet suitable for a single distance
round, e.g. a Portsmouth (5 dozen arrows at 20 yards).
Arrows are shot in ends of six usually. Once all archers shooting have shot their end,
the arrows are scored. No-one should touch any arrows on the boss until all arrows
have been recorded. Each archer should point and call out each score for their arrows
in batches of 3 (from highest to lowest) to the nominated recorder and only when all
scores from all archers have been recorded and verified can the arrows be removed
from the boss. The archers score for the first six arrows would be entered – left to right
– highest to lowest on the score sheet. The next six arrows from the following end
would also be entered on the right of the first line using the same criteria, so each line
records the score for one dozen arrows. The score for the dozen would then be
totalled. This would continue until all rounds are shot, after which a grand total is
calculated and the recorders initials should be also included as verification that the
scores are honest and correct.
Key to the column headings:
E/T
End Total
H
Total of Hits (scoring arrows)
S
Score (total of both ends)
G
Total of arrows scoring Gold
X
Total of arrows in the X Ring
RT
Running Total

Key to written scores:
1 to 10 Score of arrow
X
10 score in the X Ring
M
Miss

The Archery GB booklet “A Guide to: Scoring & Tournaments” details all information needed for external competitions.
How to complete a Score Sheet or Score Pad.
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